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           - Cindy jerks out a grocery cart, pushes it, 
scans the aisles 
           of the massive liquor store. - Tucks two large 
bottles of 
           champagne under her arm. - she tries on 
different pairs of 
           sunglasses at the display. She assumes the 
character that 
           each pair suggests. She is a tough guy cop 
when... 
                          
           BOBBY (O.S.) 
           Is that Cindy Heller? 
                          
           Cindy turns and sees BOBBY ONTARIO, her 
college sweetheart. 
           She lifts the glasses on her head, blood 
rushes to her face. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Bobby Ontario? 
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           Cindy pushes her cart down the aisle along 
side Bobby, 30 
           years old, fit. TAYLOR, a small toddler sits 
in his cart 
           wearing overalls and a backward baseball cap 
like his daddy. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           ...So, you been faithful to him? 
                          
                          CINDY 
           That's a strange question to ask someone 
           you haven't seen in forever. 
                          



                          BOBBY 
           I'm a strange person. 
                          
           Cindy laughs. 
                          
                          BOBBY (CONT'D) 
           No seriously. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Yes. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           Yes you have or yes you haven't? 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Yes...I haven't. I mean I have...I have 
           been...Why are you looking at me like 
           that? 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           I'm not looking at you like anything. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Oh OK. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           It's hard to be faithful. I don't know if 
           monogamy is possible, especially if 
           you're a man... 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Who's this? 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           This is Taylor. He's two. Got a little 
           girl at home. Irene. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Wow... 
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                          BOBBY 
           Kids are great. They pick up on things so 
           fast. Like watch... Hey Spence, give me 
           five... Give me five, buddy. 
                          
           Drooling, and with a toothless smile, Taylor 



gives his daddy 
           five. Bobby beams. 
                          
                          BOBBY (CONT'D) 
           Give Cindy five. 
                          
           Taylor holds up his hand limply so that Cindy 
has to give him 
           an awkward five. Bobby laughs. They reach the 
register. 
                          
                          BOBBY (CONT'D) 
           To see yourself in your kid's face... I 
           never experienced anything like that. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           I know... 
                          
           There is an uncomfortable silence between 
them. Cindy starts 
           to unload her purchases. 
                          
                          CINDY (CONT'D) 
           I'm really happy for you. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           How's your kid? 
                          
                          CINDY 
           She's good. 
                          
           Pause. They speak at the same time. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
                          WHAT'S HER- 
                          
                          CINDY 
                          SHE'S GOT- 
                          
           They stop. Cindy concedes. 
                          
                          CINDY (CONT'D) 
           You go... 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           No, you go... 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Oh... I was going to say, you ask her 
           what kind of hair she's got and she says, 
           a bob. It's pretty funny. 
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           Cindy smiles at the ground. Bobby eyes her 
purchases - a 
           bottle of vodka, cheap champagne, mixers, 
snacks. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           What's her name? 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Frankie. 
                          
           Fumbling, she starts bagging her groceries. 
                          
                          CHECKER 
           That's $58.42. 
                          
           Cindy hands the CHECKER a fifty. The Checker 
holds it out. 
                          
                          CHECKER (CONT'D) 
           $58.42. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Oh...I'm sorry. 
                          
           Cindy searches her wallet, goes into her 
change purse. 
                          
                          CINDY (CONT'D) 
           How much was the vodka? 
                          
           The Checker looks at the receipt. 
                          
                          CHECKER 
           $11.99. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Can I put that back? I'm sorry... 
                          
           Bobby holds out a twenty dollar bill. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           I got it. 
                          
                          CINDY 
           Nothankyou. 



                          (TO CHECKER) 
           Just take it off please. 
                          
           Bobby drops the bill on the scanner. 
                          
                          BOBBY 
           You can get me back.	  


